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0ПТИИ13АШЯ ВАР1АЦ1ЙНОГО БАЗИСУ В ЗАДАЧ! ТРЬОХ ЧАСТИНОК

Запропоновано процедуру оптик1эац1Г вар I ад 1 иного базису для

розрахунк1в енвргетичних спектр!в систем трьох частинок. Встановлено

конф1гурац1йну !ерарх!ю осцилящйних базнснях функц1й 1 з високою

точн1стю обчислоно значения вкврг1й основного та эбуджених стан!в

грьох гравиуючих частикок.

И. В. Сименог, А. М. Пушкаш, А, Б. Бестужева

ОПТИМИЗАЦИЯ ВАРИАЦИОННОГО БАЗИСА В ЗАДАЧЕ ТРЕХ ЧАСТИЦ

Предложена процедура оптимизации вариационного осцилляторного базара

для расчетов энергетических спектров систем трех частиц. Установлена

конфигурационная иерархия базисных функций и с высокой точностью

вычислены значения энергий основного и возбужденных состояний трех

гравнтирующих частиц.

I.V.Siwenog, O.M.Pushkasn, A.B.Bestuzheva

OPTIMIZATION OF THE VARIATIONAL BASIS IN THB ÏHREE BODY PROBLEM

The procedure of variational oscillator basis optimisation is
proposed to the calculation the .energy spectra ot three body
eyetems. The hierarchy of basis functions is derived and energies of
ground and excited stares for three gravitating particles is
obtained with high accuracy. .
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High-aecuracy calculations of three-body Coulomb energy

spectra for roesic-type molecular systems are important for the

muon-catalyzed nuclear fusion 11-41. The traditional approaches

(direct methods, method of hyperspherical functions, adiabatic

approach) 'involve, however, considerable difficulties associated

with poor convergence and instability. These difficulties also

occur in the calculations of other non-trivial few-body eystems.

In this paper we construct an optimum hierarchy of

variational bases which allows to avoid complications associated

with irregular convergence and too large numbers of baBis

functions•

In the variation scheme of energy-spectra calculation

(Rietz - Tymoshooko - Bubnov - Galorkin - projective method)/ the

Schrodinger equation is written in the matrix form, and then one

has to find the eigenvalues from the set of algebraic equations

j°0 (1)

with relevant restrictions to the number of basis functions

retained in the wave function expansion in terms of the given

complete basis

i

Diagonalizing the multidimensional Hamiltonian (}.) involves

summation over the quantum numbers ijti2,... in (1) and (2). The

main problem is to restrict the summation over some of these

quantum numbers according to the basic physical assumptions, i.e.,

to choose the dominant oscillation modes. The matter is, the

high-accuracy calculations involving complete sets of basis

functions require operations with matrices of very high dimensions

(2,31 though some states are insignificant 15-71. Thus, we can

select the dominant components, neglect the insignificant states

and thus considerably diminish the basis and nevertheless preserve

the desired calculation accuracy.

Let us formulate the general principle of the variation basis

optimization.

We extend the energy matrix in <1) in a way to choose the

configuration of states that provides the best energy value for

the given number (dimension) of basis functions retained. In
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standard variation procedures, the basis is either formally

extended as the number of basis function oscillations (number of

excitation quanta) increases, or a direction in the quantum-number

space is given a priori* As distinct from these approaches, we

extend the basis in a way to obtain, at each step, the greatest

binding in the system which is naturally determined by the

Harailtonian, whereas the universality of the complete basis is not

violated. In the simplest optimization version, one basis function

is added at each step. When passing from M- to (M+l)-dimensional

basis, we consider which of the non-included functions of the

complete basis yields the lowest energy and take it for the

(M+D-th basis component. The procedure is repeated to select the

(M+2)-th basis function and so on. Actually, this procedure

minimizes the energy with respect to discrete quantum numbers.

Moreover, in order to improve the convergence, we introduce

nonlinear variation parameters fat for each basis state fi> and

employ them to find the energy minimum at each step. In the

general case of many-particle (multidimensional) problems, the

number of such parameters may be rather large if the basis

functions orthogonality is preserved. We emphasize that this

optimization approach may be employed for each individual level

independently without violation of the variation principles. Thus

we come to the procedure which makes it possible to obtain excited

state energies, to form their hierarchy, and to determine the

physical nature of the energy levels. Realization of energy

minimum with respect to quantum numbers considerably diminishes

the basis dimension in both many-body and multidimensional cases

for which the formal extension of the basis in inefficient.

We illustrate the efficiency of the above approach with tha

energy spectra of a gravitation three-particle system with the

Hc.miltonian (in the rational system of units) given by

» 3

H'~U/2) £ A -I 1/r ., (3)

This calculation ia of interest for the general theory of f«w-body

systemsi it is a suitable test problem for Coulomb and

mesic-molecular problems (1-41, for the strong-interaction

approximation in few-body systems [81, as well as for some
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aetrophysical applications [9,10). The two-particle Coulomb

spectrum

E<2>=-U/2n>2, n=l,2,3,...
n

provides threshold values for the three-particle discrete levels

(energies of completely symmetric and antisymmetric states are

limited from abovu, respectively, by the two-particle breakup

thresholds E'2> » 1/4 = - 0.025 and B^2) • - 1/16 - - 0.0625).

We consider the three-particle states with zero total orbital

angular momentum L - 0 and given symmetry with respect to

particle permutations and take the three-particle harmonic

oscillator functions \nKm> for basis functions. The complete

classification for this set of functions is well known (11,12).

This basis is simple, sufficiently universal and convenient for

calculations since all matrix elements of the Hamiltonian (3) can

be calculated explicitly. The three-particle oscillatory basis

* „ <p/a,p,y) » |nffm> with given symmetry and lero total

orbital angular momentum is associated with the dynamics of the

intrinsic coordinates p, fit 7.

The Table represents the main results obtained for various

approximations of the proposed variation approach (the details of

energy and wave-function calculations will be given elsewhere)• tt

gives the values of completely symmetric, E^, and antisymmetric,

^ , energy levels of the Hamiltonian (31 below' the two-body

thresholds (through-lines are given when such energies are from

above the two-particle . breakup threshold) and relevant

mean-square-root radii R * <r*>j/a. The calculation accuracy

provides reliability of all decimal places given; all the values

of energy levels are upper variation estimates.

Using the optimization procedure leads to the following

conclusions•

(1) Convergence of the results for the ground-state energy EQ

ia uniform and highly accurate calculated value may be obtained

with the number of oscillatory three-particle functions restricted

to M * 70 * 80 (for K - 0 convergence is obtained even for

M « 20 • 25). The hierarchy of basis functions considerably

differs from the unual order. The four-quanta p-excitations are

involved first of all (thia observation was discussed in (5,71 for
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the calculations using two- and three-particle oscillatory bases

with nuclear interaction and minimization with respect to the

scale parameter a ) . Calculating the ground state in the

hyperspherical basis approximation is justified to some extent,

however, large values of the hypermomentum K may be important. The

radii RQ of both ground and excited ^ states increase with

increasing binding energy (anomalous dependence).

(2) Contributions of even .and odd n for p-excitationa differ

for excited states; taking into account only small K is

insufficient for high-accuracy calculations even of the first

"h

*a

- f i ,

R ,

"*»

K"K . =0
ml n

p-exitations

-w££r»1.0375
25n*

|^/T=1.299

-(f)V0-529*
|jVT7=2.833

-[I)VO'32°2
4.666

-

K=0,4

1.0553

1.30

0.5475

2.83

0.3385

4 . 9

-

A'0,4,6

1.065

1.30

0.559

2.84

0.354

4 . 9

0.25

K*0,4,6,8

1.067

1.30

0.563

2.85

0.36

4 . 9

0.259

Complete
ca lculat ions

1.070

1.30

0.570

2.87

0.380

5 . 2

0.30

- <

<

K =6
min

0.1138

11.189

-(^) a<-0.091l

" ( H ) <•=<>• 0746

K=6,10

0.U762

11.2

0.0947

0.0780

0.065

/f=6,10,12

0.11771

11.2

0.0940

0.0781

0.065

if=6,10,
12,14

0.11615

11.2

0.0953

0.0786

0.066

Complete
calculations

0.120

11.2

0.097

0.080

0.069
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excited state E%. The higher is the excited state, the greater are

contributions of large K (our calculations were restricted

to ( i 22). Hierarchies of basis functions are individual for each

state - the hierarchy becomes normal and scale-variation-parameter

dependence gets smoother only for very large bases.

(3) Our calculations of EQ taking into account A'=0,4,6,8

(MB60 basis functions are sufficient) completely reproduce the

results obtained by the standard hyperspherical-basis approach (91

in which a four-channel set of differential equations is Solved

numerically. In the general case, however, K=8 turns out to be

less important than K • 10 and K - 14 .

(4> Taking into account K a 22 we obtain only four

completely symmetric levels below the two-body threshold though

qualitative reasoning indicates that infinite number of completely

symmetric and antisymmetric levels should occur below the relevant

two-body levels.

• <5) Large K are important for the calculations of

highly-excited states near the two-body breakup threshold and

hence the cluster channel must be taken into account explicitly.

(6) The variation basis hierarchy is determined by the

interaction, the states involved into consideration, and the value

of the vafiatiohal scale parameter.

<7> Direct lower and upper variation estimates for other

trial functions are in accordance with the data given above.

The proposed optimization procedure (method of ' configuration

hierarchy) makes it possible to attain high calculation accuracy

using minimum number of basis states. It may be improved by

simultaneous minimization with respect to a set of quantum

numbers. Preliminary estimates show that it may yield good results

when applied to other Coulomb and nuclear problems. Moreover/ it

may provide a rather efficient approach to the study of more

complicated many-body systems.

The authors ara thankful to Prof.A.G.Sitenko for moat useful

discussions. The work was supported by ths Ukrainian State

Committee tot Balance and Technologies (project NS.3/183).
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